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SARDI NIAN WHITE MARBLE 
EXTERIOR KAMERICK ART BUILDING, 
SOUTH SIDE 
A "large gate" is the visual image that comes to Walter 
Dusenberry's mind when he thinks of his creation. But 
the artist also sees a deeper meaning within the 
sculpture: 
"PORTA LARGO IS A SYMBOL OF THE DEPTH OF THOUGHT IN TI-IE 
ACADEMIC WORLD,'' he says. 
The fifteen-ton, Sardinian white marble sculpture is 
composed of three parts two vertical columns and a 
slab connecting the columns. One of the columns is 
fluted, recalling classical Greek architecture, while the 
other is rectangular, symbolizing modern culture. On 
closer examination, the viewer can see that the columns 
are actually pieced together, stacked like blocks, a 
process used in ancient Greece and Rome. Dusenberry 
says the connecting portal is a statement of continuity: 




hclu •ard W I II T INC 
THE ACROBATS 
1965 
FIBERGLASS AND EPOXY RESIN 
EXTERIOR REDEKER COMPLEX. NORTH SIDE ..... 
. -... 
This 16-foot fiberglass sculpture Is situated In a prominent space outside the Redeker 
Complex. It depicts three acrobats who are suspended In a balanced tower configuration. the 
bottom f igure solidly placed on an x-shaped base. Since its emergence on campus. the 
sculpture has been highly popular. and a trad1t1on on campus Is for students to dress the 
sculpture's acrobats in various articles of clothing , both men's and women's . Artist Edward 
Whiting was a Coe College art professor and Head of the Art Department at the time The 
Acrobats was comm1ss1oned . His works are In several private collections and he has 






EXTERIOR, RUSSELL HALL, 
SOUTH SIDE 
This huge mosaic, designed by David Delafield, a 
Cedar Falls resident and long-time Professor of 
Painting in the Department of Art at UNI, adorns the 
outdoor concert wall of Russell Hall. The theme, 
suggested by Myron Russell, Head of the Music 
Department at that time, is based on the Gregorian 
Chant, which was originally hand drawn. This particular 
piece was selected from over seventy-five color 
designs submitted by Delafield, who was the first artist 
commissioned by the Iowa Art in State Buildings 
Program at UNI in 1960. 
"THE DESIGN IS SYMBOLIC OR SUGGESTIVE RATHER THAN BEING AN 
ACTUAL FACSIMILE TO SCALE OF THE GREGORIAN CHANT," 
Russell commented. "IT ADDS INTEREST TO WHAT 




SYMPHONY IN THREE FORMS 
1960 
FIBERGLASS, BRONZE, COPPER 
EXTERIOR RUSSELL HALL, EAST SIDE 
Graceful, flowing, and elegant, the three-part Symphony 
was created from fiberglass, bronze and copper and 
mounted on concrete rectangular bases. Said artist Don 
Finegan, 
"I IIOPED BY USING THESE MATER IALS TO SYMBOLIZE THE MUSICAL 
COMPOSJTI00J WITH ITS COLOR, THEMES, TEMPO, AND FORM ALL 
JOINING DYNAMICALLY INTO THE WORK AS A \,1HOLE THE FORI\ IS 
FOLLOW THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUSICAL COMPOSITION WHICH 
APPEAR TO FLOAT IN SPACE ... 
In attempting to capture the movement and vitality of 
music, the interrelationship of the three forms 
corresponds to the relationship among the themes of 
musical composition. 
"THE FORM Il\ THE CENTER SETS THE THEME OF THE SYMPHONY 
THE FORM Ol\ THE RIGHT SHOWS THE THEME DEVELOPMENT. WITH 
ITS .\JORE COMPLEX DESIGN. THE TALL FORM ON THE LEFT 
REPRESEJ'\TS THE CLIMAX OF THE SYMPHONY, .. according to Finegan. 




199.3_ ·.,,.,;?t),:_·,..,.· ,,.;·.·,),tf{: 
PAINTED STEEL'f, . {~~>!.;\ :· .. 
EXTERIOR CURRIS BUSINEsf BUILDING. NORTH SIDE 
·-· - . ·.~·,;,J/'•"' 
Balanced/Unbalanced Beaks Is made of steel, stands 16 feet high by 12 feet wide, and 
weighs about 3,500 pounds. With its striking red color, It literally commands the attention of 
passersby. The visual meaning of this piece Is rooted In the geometric abstraction movement 
In the world of public sculpture; Beaks has no literal meaning, but rather Is a visual 
experience, created so that one can see how shapes come together and change as the 
observer moves around the sculpture. Looking at this artwork, it Is interesting to ponder how 
the artist was able to construct contrasting geometric figures that balance so carefully. 
Fletcher Benton is an 1nternat1onally-known sculptor whose work Is included In ma1or 
museums and corporate and private collections throughout the world, 1nclud1ng the Whitney 
Museum of American Art, New York; the H1rshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, 
Washington, D.C.; and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. 
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PRISMATIC PYRAMIDS 
2000 
REFRACTIVE GLASS, STAINLESS STEEL 
INTERIOR OF GALLAGHER BLUEDORN PERFORMING 
ARTS CENTER, OVER THE GRAND STAIRCASE 
The five pyramid forms in Prismatic Pyramids by Philadelphia artist Ray King, comprise nearly 
500 hand-cut glass facets, put together with stainless steel hardware and aircraft cable and 
suspended over the Grand Staircase. Designed using computer technology, the steel fixtures 
are engineered to suspend the five massive tensile structures safely. Each individual facet of 
glass is made up of a thin layer of laser-etched film laminated between two panes of safety 
glass The prismatic film interacts with rays of both natural and electric light, transforming 
the light and glass into dazzling spectrums of color The triangular shape of the pyramids has 
been incorporated into an 1dentify1ng logo for the Center. 
!'INS 1/, IT!C I') N, 1 \1/l)S 
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Nohert ENGMAN 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY SCULPTURE 
1978 
COR-TEN STEEL 
EXTERIOR, INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER, NORTHWEST SIDE 
Designed and constructed by Robert Engman. professor of sculpture at the University of 
Pennsylvania, this sculpture Is composed of 1,536 Cor-Ten steel rods, four feet long and one-
half inch wide. Engman welded the rods together to form interlocking curv1l1near patterns 
creating a 4,300 pound sculpture that would fit neatly into an eight-foot cube. 
One of the most prevalent and interesting features of the sculpture can be seen as the 
viewer walks around It or toward It. The sculpture becomes a gigantic kaleidoscope, with 
the changing light patterns coming through the sculpture making IntnguIng moire patterns 
I.Y/JUSTN/11/. THCJJ,YOl.(Xil ' SCUl.l'Tl /NH 
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Jason :-, \\'EET, BA, UNI DEPARTMENT OF ART. 1995 
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYMPOSIUM 
1994 
BRONZE 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER, WEST SIDE ENTRANCE 
"CAPTUR I NG T IT E ESSENCE OF T II E ENV IRO ME T," 
was sculptor Jason Sweet's InspIratIon behind this large 
bronze. rectangular piece. This freestanding sculpture 
weighs between 800-1,000 pounds and will tarnish 
green as It weathers to fit in with its natural surroundings. 
The sculpture represents conceptual ideas rather than 
an exact figure. The abstracted form In the center of the 
piece, in contrast to the large ominous rectangle 
surrounding It, possibly refers to the contrad1ct1ons of 
Nature vs. Humanity. 
"TII E PI ECE W I LL LOOK AT II OME AMO G T II E T REES - I WA T IT T O 
FIT T H E SETT! G A'\J I) B E O RGANIC I N NATURE." 
ANCI II Tl:'CT/ RA /, A/YO ENV!N()t,,ME1\ 1'AL S ) MPOS I/ :\.1 
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The artist chosen for this work was well-known American sculptor Dale Eldred, but his untimely 
death resulted in the completion of this work by his wife, Roberta Lord. Both Eldred and Lord 
admired the architecture of the building and env1s1oned 1t as an instrument, as a t1mep1ece, on 
its own In such a setting, the artists sought to build a work, which enhanced and focused the 
pre-ex1st1ng, light-responsive qual1t1es embodied 1n the architecture. Sun Studies 1s a sculpture 
which minute by minute responds to the sunlight, to the passage of time, and to the way 1n 
which light and shadow manifest the rotation of the Earth . Sun Studies 1s composed of three 
"zones" : Sun Rmg, twelve diffraction columns 1n the Lobby/Atrium; Sun Planes, composed of 
multiple 18" square glass plates surfaced with a linear, tight-band d1ffract1on grating installed on 
top of the architectural sun-catching planes on the South hemisphere of the Lobby area; and 
Sun Array, a series of diffraction panels suspended one from each of the truss elements which 
are spaced along the length of the second floor's east-west corridor. 
This 19-foot high, by 32-foot long minimalist scu lpture 
stands elegantly 1n the open landscape outside of the 
ROTH complex. 
" J\IY \\ '0 1{1( IS REALLY ABOL "T \\ "IIAT YOL ' 1)0:'\.T SEE : TIIE E'\ERCY 
LATE'\T I'\ Tl IE \\ '0l{LI) ITSELF. Tl l E PO \\ 'ER CO '\STA '\TLY 
Sl ' RR O L' '\l)S L'S. YET \\ ' E \\'ALK RI C IIT PAST IT l'\ O LTR DAILY Ll\ ' ES . 
T\\ O \ 'O CAIH'LAl{IE~ ARTI CL' LATE TIIESE E'\ERG Y FIELDS : LICIIT. 
A'\I) ITS TRA'\SFOR .\IATI O '\~ . A'\I) ,\I O TIO'\. ·· states artist Robert Perless 
.. 
While Rotorvane refers to the Minimalists 1n terms of 
its design, Perless did not distance himself from the 
work by having 1t fabricated at a shop. Each of his works 
1s created 1n his own studio, usually working with only 
one assistant. The drama of these works comes from 
the Juxtapos1t1on of their space-age materials and 
m1n1mal1st design with the phenomena of the natural 
world Perless believes that this contrast makes us 
aware of the energy slumbering 1n the air around us, 
and leads us to see our world with new eyes . 





OIL ON CANVAS 
INTERIOR, ROTH RESIDENCE HALL 
Nationally-recognized illustrator Gary Kelley is one of the 
best known artists of the Cedar Valley. The Student, a 
large oil painting, hangs above a doorway in ROTH. 
Kelley met with various students and Department of 
Residence staff in an effort to capture the theme of that 
area - campus life. In this work, a student is casually 
reclining on a sofa reading a book. Kelley's large blocks 
of rich color and elongated figures are typical of the 
numerous pastel illustrations he has completed. The 
Student was the first oil painting of large size for Kelley. 
"I LOVE TIIE SCALE AND SURFACE OF PAINTING," he says. "I'LL NEVER 
GIVE UP ON PASTELS. BUT I TIIRIVE ON VARIETY, AND I ONLY WISH I 
HAD MORE TIME FOR OILS ,. 
TJJE STl 'DENT 
12 
j cm e/ LO FTQU IST 
NATURE 'S SECRET 
1994 
LIMESTONE, BRONZE, CAST CONCRETE 
EXTERIOR LATHAM HALL, NORTH SIDE 
Minnesota artist Janet Loftquist says that she tried to 
create something that 
"S UGGESTED A SE NSE O F TI ME AN D PLACE WTTJII N THE TOWA 
LA N DS CAPE . THE SCU LPTURE 'S FORM S NOT O NLY REFER T O NAT URAL 
PHE NOME NA FOUN D WITHI N THE REGIO N, B UT SYMBOLI CALLY COME 
T O REPRESENT O UR RELATIO NS ITIP WITH NATURE , ATTEMPTI NG TO 
UNCO VEE AND UN DERSTAN D TIIAT WHI CH rs HIDDE!\ AN D 
UN KNO W N." 
The sculpture, installed in front of Latham Hall in 
September of 1994, features three components: (1) five 
large limestone rocks formed 425 million years ago and 
quarried from Anamosa, which suggest a geological 
time frame for the region; (2) bronze cylinders inserted 
into each of the stones marking the changing 
configuration of the Big Dipper at various times in 
astronomical history; and (3) three spherical forms with 
a barb-like surface represent microscopic ragweed 
pollen grains. 
,\'ATURES SECl?ET 
Evolution of Lde 1s a black and white photographic mosaic mural consisting of some 140 
photographs, interspersed with occasional mirrors, expressing the energy of science and the 
natural world. A central womb-like circle encloses photos of inorganic matter. Photographs on 
the right demonstrate the development of animals including humans, and photos to the leh 
depict the evolution of plants. The work is 60 feet long and 6 feet wide and 1s the 






INTERIOR, MCCOLLUM SCIENCE HALL 
The two colorful sculptures titled Pedestals, by UNI Professor of Ceramics JoAnn Schnabel, 
are displayed in window niches 1n McCollum Science Hall, allowing viewers to see them from 
both inside and outside of the building. In her ceramic work, Schnabel uses colorful, vaguely 
geometric ceramic forms stacked up, in a variety of ways, into vertical forms, which have 
been abstracted and exaggerated from nature. Often the pieces have a precarious visual 
balance, which gives the Juxtaposed forms visual tension 1n their stance. Schnabel uses color 




VARIATIONS ON A THEME. JOY 
1975 
STAINLESS STEEL 
EXTERIOR. BETWEEN SEERLEY AND 
MCCOLLUM HALLS 
For all the JOY expressed 1n this piece by artist Anthony Lorr. professor 1n the Department of 
Architecture at Iowa State Un1vers1ty, the sculpture has seen its share of adversity 1n its 26 
years on campus Vanat,ons. an abstract, stainless steel, three-part piece, was originally to be 
pos1t1oned 1ns1de the Maucker Union, but instead was placed outdoors close to the south side 
of Maucker Planners hoped that a window to be built 1n the Hemisphere Lounge would allow 
observers to look out at the sculpture However, that window never materialized, and so the 
sculpture was moved yet again to the plaza between the Union and the Rod Library In 1977, a 
piece broke off the sculpture, which prompted still another move - this time to Plant Services 
for repair and modif1cat1ons Today, Vanatlons adorns the space between Seerley Hall and the 
McCollum Science Hall where the beautifully textured forms nestle into an oval-shaped bed of . . ... 
VA Nl, 1T/O;VS <JN A T/lh'Mli: _f<>l 
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CAMPUS TOUR MAP 
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17 UNI-Dome 46 Biology Research 18 Industrial Park 
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Center 47 Redeker Center Star Pedestal, Panel 3 
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] Auditorium) 51 V1s1tor & Information 24 Impact of Expenence 
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William DE I.EFTWI C II l)Ol)G E 
RESTORATION OF MURALS IN THE GREAT READING ROOM 
1995 
INTERIOR, SEERLEY HALL GREAT READING ROOM 
These five murals by William Dodge were the first works of art completed on the UNI 
campus during the early 1920s Education, In Memonum, Agriculture, The Council of Indians, 
The Commonwealth adorn the walls of what was originally the library at UNI. These works 
address social and academic issues, aiming to promote civic responses and inspire a sense 
of pride Today, the restored works serve as a reminder of our heritage, past stereotypes, 
and the struggles faced by those of non-European descent Also evident are references to art 
throughout history, such as The School of Athens by Raphael Sanz10 and the Greek Goddess 
it.: • • • I I I • • 
NFS'/'< JN. 1'/'/0.\ OF .Ill R .·11.S / .\ n II: (,R/:,1'/' Nl:A f)/ ,\'( ,' N<J<J,11 
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Cork l\lARCI I ESCH I 
IOWA CYCLES 
1994 
ALUMINUM AND NEON; REFLECTING POOL 
EXTERIOR, ON THE MALL BE1WEEN MAUCKER UNION, 
ROD LIBRARY, AND WRIGHT HALL 
Iowa Cycles is composed of a sculpture sitting in a 
concrete reflecting pool outside of Maucker Student 
Union; students can be seen perched comfortably on 
the edge of the pool on good-weather days The basic 
shape is a textured aluminum tower form of rectangular 
configuration, which serves as a support for painted 
aluminum be-bop shapes. The tower sits in the water of 
the pool and during the day functions as a colorful and 
elegant sculpture. However, night is when the piece 
becomes more complex; the neon lights outlining the 
geometric shapes click on after dark and the piece 
becomes intricate and fanciful as the lights are reflected 
in the shimmering water. Cork Marcheschi's love of light 
and geometric figures have clearly inspired Iowa Cycles . 
.. LIGHT IS MY PRIMARY MATERIAL BECAUSE OF ITS ENERGY, WARMTH, 
AND PRESENCE,,. said Marcheschi of his work. ·THE GEOMETRIC PATTERNS IN 
THE SCULPTURE - CIRC LES. SQUARES - AREN'T LI NGU ISTICALLY-
BASED. THEY ARE RECOGNIZABLE SYMBOLS TO EVERYONE." 
JO\f:4 Cl'CLES 
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Loren SA DVICK, UNI STUDENT 
INDUSTRIAL PARK 
1993 
SILKSCREEN, FABRIC, METAL, PAINT 
INTERIOR, MAUCKER UNION, CLUB '91 (WEST SIDE OF BUILDING) 
In Industrial Park, artist Loren Sandvick explored the substantive issue of industrial pollution in 
a light-hearted, yet relevant way. This installation integrates the concrete walls of Club '91 
with large, brightly colored silkscreen prints executed on canvas. The canvases have metal 
grommets installed in the corners pulled taut by a series of cables and turnbuckles. The four 
canvases represent a "typical family": Dad, Mom, Sister and Brother. Their faces appear 
distorted from the tension, implying that they are somehow genetically mutating due to 
excessive playtime at Industrial Park. The text "Industrial Park ... It's Superfunderful" functions 
as a humorous corporate logo and is a direct reference to America's beleaguered "Superfund;' 




GATE, BLADE, STAR PEDESTAL, PANEL 3 
1990 
CAST ACRYLIC 
HEMISPHERE LOUNGE OF MAUCKER UNION 
This four-piece set by Hale Anderson was originally completed 1n 1982, and purchased by the 
Iowa Art In State Buildings Program In 1990 for the Maucker Union Currently, only Gate is on 
display in the Hemisphere Lounge, as the other pieces are in need of repair. The triangular 
piece Gate fits snugly In a corner of the Hemisphere Lounge The various acrylic triangular 
forms that comprise this piece balance against one another at different angles A red sphere 
sits atop the piece, creating a burst of color against the subtle tonal variations In the clear 
acrylic. Anderson, who was Professor of Metals and Sculpture at UNI for many years, once 
taught the art of casting acrylic at UNI. 
<,A'/'/:'. /U..11>1:'. S'/AN l'l:'f>l:'S'/AI .. /'.-1,\'/:'/. 3 
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THE LOUNGE LIGHT RELIEF 
1985 
PLEXIGLAS 
INTERIOR MAUCKER UNION, HEMISPHERE LOUNGE 
In this piece, the triangular, multi-colored prisms create 
colored reflections around the Hemisphere Lounge. 
Similar to Environmental Place, also by Hu Hung-Shu, this 
piece works with existing conditions and environmental 
lim1tat1ons, resulting 1n a piece that acts as an accent to 
its surroundings. Through his work the artist attempts to 
enrich the environment, using minimal visual statements 
to create maximum impact. All sculptures by Hu Hung-
Shu serve as a focal point for a unique space. 
EFFECT OF SEE l '\G .\ IY \\ 'OR K SJI Ol ' LI ) BE LP LI FTJ'\G TO T JJ E 
SPI RIT. AS \\ 'ELL AS T l IE EYE. OF T l JOSE [ '\; T IIE snrn.O l ' '\1 ) 1'\G SPA CE. " 
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INTERIOR. ROD LIBRARY STAIRWELL 
Completed 1n the same year the Rod Library was 
constructed, Ralph Haskell's relief metal sculptures 
adorn two of the Library's stairwells between the 
second and third floors, and the third and fourth floors. 
In terms of the sculpture's theme, Haskell said he 
reasoned that a college or un1vers1ty 1s a place where 
"STL'DE>-'TS' 1,'\O\\"LEDGE IS DE\ 'ELOPED. COLLE CTED A>.'D 
TRA'\"S ,\IITTED ... and that, .. ,,_, LIBRARY IS A PLACE \'\ ' !!ERE :\ll'Cl I OF Tl IIS 
K;\:O\'\' LEDGE IS COLLECTE D. STORED A'\"D .\J i\1)1: A\'AlLABLE I'\ 
PRJ.\IARY \ ' ISL' AL FOR.\IS ... 
The use of this material involves the sense of v1s1on, 
and so he decided that an abstract shape suggesting 
the eye, repeated 1n different pos1t1ons to suggest the 
several ways that visual information is transmitted, 
would satisfy both his aesthetic requirements and 
provide an appropriate symbolism . 






INTERIOR ROD LIBRARY. SECOND AND THIRD FLOORS 
Dichotomy// rs a massive, galvanized corrugated steel 
structure with a 33-foot diameter arc, weighing 
approximately 3,200 pounds. Suspended inside the Rod 
Library through an opening between the second and 
third floors, rt is supported by one-quarter inch steel 
cables attached to the ceiling of the second floor. Ogle 
gave two reasons for the title, and both interpretations 
come from the definitions found in the dictionary. The 
first refers to the process of dividing something into two 
parts, as the sculpture visually represents one half of a 
disc. The second refers to the face of the moon when 
only half of it is illuminated. Ogle stated that the overall 
visual meaning is about the sculpture's structural 
elements used in building and supporting the piece, 
which are inherent in the sculpture's composition. 
"TIIE WEIGHT OF THE PIECE IS HELD UP USING A MINIMUM AJ\.IOU T 
OF MATERIALS TO GET THE MAXIJ\,JUM AMOU'\JT OF FORCE. TIIE CABLE 
IIAS THE SAME LAWS, ONLY WITH A DOWNWARD PULL,., STATED OGLE. 





INTERIOR OF ROD LIBRARY 
Iowa Kente 1s a series of elegant vertical fiber strips. The primary image, created with 
horizontal lines, 1s a crescent shape that dominates the compos1t1on. Budd Stalnaker 1s a 
master of the weaving process as 1s evident 1n subtle but deliberate textures that combine 
to make bold patterns. 
/(J\l:'.-1 Kf:".\Jf:' 
At first glance, this Cor-ten steel scu lpture appears as 
two abstract horizontal forms, one la rge and one small. 
Artist Ted Egri said these forms represent 
" J\ CO.\IPLEX !)I{I\T\G FOl{C I~ \'\ ' IT! IOl 'T \ ' !SIBLE Pl IYSI CJ\L 
REPl{ESE \.Ti\TI O \.S OF i\ \, Y PA RTI C l ' LA I{ Tl 11 '\G ... 
He says the forms are interrelated; the larger representing 
"EXPEl{IE:\C E," while the smaller symbolizes the " EAGER . l " \l'\ITIATEI) .\11'\I) ... 
Conceptualizing the sculpture, Egri reasoned that since 
1t takes both time and effort to acquire knowledge and 
gain experience, the smaller form couldn't grasp or 
absorb experience without a struggle. Therefore, a 
clash results, with the small mind being eager, but 
unprepared to accept what experience offers. Egri said 
that Impact 1s also meant to 
"EXPRESS Tl IE I.\IPA CT OF '\E\'\ ' EXPERIE'\C E TO '\E\'\ ' STL' DE'\TS AS 
E.\IBi\RK O '\ TllElR '\E\'\ ' CAREERS ... 
He hopes these meanings will be understood, and 
that the sculpture will stimulate students' thoughts 
and 1mag1nat1ons about the impact of experience on 
25 
Cor/RO IIL-SI\ IITll and HarrietKETCIIL 'I\ I, 
THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIERS, CHARGE OF THE 2ND IOWA INFANTRY, FORT DONELSON, 1862 
INSTALLED 1902; RESTORED 2000 
PLASTER RELIEF, WITH PATINATION 
INTERIOR LANG HALL, OUTSIDE AUDITORIUM 
These bas-relief plaster murals depict an artist's conception of the charge of the 2nd Iowa 
Infantry in the Civil War attacks on Fort Donelson, Tennessee in 1862, and the triumphant 
return of Iowa's soldiers in 1865. Many of the figures included are of identifiable historical 
figures, according to a report written by Dr. William Lang. Mrs. Harriet Ketchum of Mount 
Pleasant, Iowa made the sketches for the design of the murals, but died before the murals 
were completed. Carl Rohl-Smith of Chicago, a Danish-born sculptor, carried the work to 
completion. The original bronze sculptures are on the Iowa Soldiers and Sailors Monument 
which stands south of the Iowa State Capitol Building in Des Moines, and were done 
between 1890 and 1892. At least one account in the Archives suggests that the Lang Hall 
plasters were perhaps the original molds for the Des Moines bronzes. The sculptures were in 
terrible condition, so when Lang Hall was renovated in 2000, the Art and Architecture 
Committee commissioned art restorer Nelson Dale of Boston to repair and patinate these 
historic sculptures. 
Tl//: N/:T/ '/?,\ ' OF TIil: SOU ) /1:RS 
C IIANCL:. OF Tif f:' 2 ,\ D / 0 \\' '.4 l ,\ 'FAXT!ff. FONT [)() ,\ "f:LSO,\ . /862 
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f1jerc1 IF\ FRRIA 
NEW PAINTING ROOM 
1993 
PASTEL 
NTERIOR. CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
UNI Professor of Painting frje echeverria 1s a visual artist working from both observed and 
1mag1ned sources The loose, gestural lines used 1n his pastel drawing blur the line between 
what is actually seen and what 1s imagined. New Painting Room depicts a studio classroom, 
filled with easels and canvases. An abstracted figure on the nght appears to be a model. 
posing for the students. Various colors adorn the walls, suggesting that this new painting 
room 1s not so new. Other works by this artist can be seen at the Conferences and Visitor 
Services Center located across Hudson Road from the Kamerick Art Building. 
\I\\ />, I/\ 'fl\(, /?001/ 
• /27 
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NN_IE TURNER WITTE NM EYER SCULPTURE 
This bronze and stone sculpture commemorates the life and accomplishments of Annie 
Turner Wittenmeyer, a notable figure in Iowa history. Made famous for her Civil War relief 
work, Wittenmeyer also helped to establish the Iowa Soldiers' Orphans' Home, which 1s now 
the site of the University of Northern Iowa The sculpture features seven tablets inscribed 
with Wittenmeyer's achievements surrounding a mound configuration. A contemporary re-
interpretation of the Nike, or Winged Victory, rests upon a platform on the mound. Dubuque 
artist Tom Gibbs said that using the Nike symbolizes W1ttenmeyer's triumph over the ravages 
of war and social inJustice . 





WOOD RELIEF SCULPTURES 
ALL INTERIOR STAIRWELLS, COMMONS 
Early in his career, artist Jett Easley was employed at 
the Amana Furniture Shop building rocking chairs, 
dressers, china cupboards, hutches, and a variety of 
smaller pieces of furniture. Driven by the desire to 
produce works of his own, Jett negotiated a special 
arrangement with the management to use the furniture 
shop's equipment. Aher the design process, Easley 
carefully selects the lumber for the various elements of 
a piece and cuts 1t just over the final d1mens1ons. The 
components are then flat-planed, parallel-planed, and 
worked with a variety of machines to produce the 
desired results. All surfaces are machine-sanded and 
then hand-sanded, using progressively finer grades of 
sandpaper. Finally, the components are hand-polished 
and are then ready for assembly. Once the piece 1s 
completed, a finish of Danish oil and tung oil 1s applied 
by hand, bringing out the natural beauty of the woods. 
'·ALL :-IY DESIGNS ARE O RIG INAL. ALL \X'OODS ARE NON-ENDANGE RED 
A'\D CIIOSE:\' FOR THEIR COLORS AND G RAIN QUA LI T IES," 
says Easley. 
\\'A LL SC/ I.PT/RE 
A familiar sign that spring has "officially" arrived on the UNI Campus is when people begin 
frolicking 1n the cool waters of the fountain 1n front of Schindler Education Center. 
Envtronmental Place explores the value of natural resources 1n our environment by 
emphas1z1ng the elements of water, wind, sun, and earth. The fountain utilizes water 1n the 
building's air cond1t1on1ng process that would normally run underground 1n pipes. The water 1s 
channeled through the pipes of the fountain under pressure and is then directed out of the 
fountain where 1t falls on a pattern of bricks. The bricks are constructed at an angle so that 
the water flows into the "stepping stone reservoir" where 1t fills up to a certain point, and 
then moves on its way. By using water as a medium, Hu Hung Shu carries out his idea of 
extending art into the landscape by using a resource that would have otherwise been lost. 
The aquatic sculpture also features two solar pieces. The sun's reflection between the two 
pieces gives a sense of the sun's interaction with the water. Those who pass by can see 
these flashes of the sun and actually feel heat if they move close to the reflector forms. 
Hu also created the chiseled multi-colored prisms 1n the Hemisphere Lounge of the 
Maucker Union. 
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TOWERS ART PROJECT 
1970 
PAINTED STEEL 
EXTERIOR TOWERS DINING CENTER, 
NORTH SIDE 
New York artist Anthony Padavano designed and 
constructed this metal piece for the Towers residence 
complex. Nicknamed by students as "The Mushrooms," 
the round shapes of the structure contrast nicely with 
the straight, angular lines of the Towers. Said Padavano, 
"I VISITED TIIE SITE A "'D IT !\!PRESSED .\IE AS \AST SPACE \X' ITIIII\; 
A'\ I'\Fl'\JTE SPACE. IO\XA IS A VAST HAT SPACE A:---;[) AT CERTAIN 
TL\lES OF THE DAY LA'\D A'\D SKY BECOI\IE CLOSELY ALLIED A'\D 
TE:-JD TO EXT! 1G LISII THEIR DIITERE'\CE. \X'IIAT IS CREATED IS A'\ 
I"\FI'\ITE FEELI'\G OF SPACE Sl\llLAR TO Ol'TER SPACE. I TRIED TO 
CREATE A '\D SY.\IBOLlZE .\IA '\'S DESIRE FOR OL'TER A'\'D Jl\,1\iER SPACE 
EXPERIE'\CE I~ A SCL'LPTL'RE TIIAT SL'GGESTS SPACESIIIP ,\1O\'EME'\T." 
Padavano intended the sculpture to act as a stage for 
students to perform music and speeches, or as a place to 
Just sit and relax. 
TO\\ ER'i , IRJ' l'RCHHCT 
The two vertical forms of Aureole. each 14' high by 2.5' in diameter, rise up on either side of 
the entrance sidewalk leading to the Fieldhouse, and represent a sort of gate or entryway to 
the building. Two columns made of bronze and galvanized steel are fitted onto bases of 
concrete and are topped with geometric forms that incorporate a stylized flame. Artist Tom 
Stancliffe is a Professor of Sculpture 1n the Department of Art at UNI. and has part1c1pated 1n 
many public art proiects. Aureole 1s similar 1n form to Stancliffe's Freedom Memonal at the State 
Capitol 1n Des Moines; and to Harvest, a series of columnar sculptures commissioned by the 
Iowa Department ofTransportat1on, located at the Cedar County Rest Area, Interstate 80, Iowa. 
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STAGE SET FOR A FILM #1 
2000 
STEEL. MIXED-MEDIA, FOUND OBJ ECTS 
ERIOR, WELLNESS AND RECREATION CENTER, SOUTHEAST SIDE 
fi: .. ?· 
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Stage Set for a Film #1 was designed by internationally-known artist Dennis Oppenheim to 
enhance both its site and the architecture of the Wellness and Recreation Center. The gr1d-ltke 
structure of the steel stage set facade echoes the grid system in the design of the WRC 
building. The "film" referred to 1n the title implies a story, and the stage set serves as a 
vehicle, or a metaphor. that allows the viewer to bring one's own narrative to both wellness 
and to artmak1ng. The piece was deliberately designed with references to recreation and 
working out, and includes weight benches and barbells, the mirrors of the dance and aerobics 
studios, gymnastic rings, the diving board of the pool. and the running track . All of these 
images pay homage to the act1v1t1es of the building w1th1n an architectural grid structure. 
S'f~l<:t:" Sh"/' r<JN , I /'//,.I / # / 
St and Hudson Road on the first floor (art south) . Please visit the 
. Conferences a a 'Iv. 1 or Services building across from us on W. 27th St. to receive a parking 
Research and Text: 
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